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Samantha Davidson Green, WRIF board president

–– Cindy Heath ––
ong before white settlers came to live in the Upper Valley
in the mid-1700s, the Native American Chief Mascommah
hunted and fished all along the Connecticut River Valley
eventually settling in Northfield, Massachusetts. The name
‘Mascoma’ appears in many places throughout the Upper Valley,
so it must have been a logical choice for the founders when
Mascoma Bank was established 122 years ago in 1899 as a
mutually-owned bank.
How has this Upper Valley institution maintained its
community and local-first banking principals amidst so many
technology, economic, and social changes over more than 100

Postal Customer
Norwich, VT 05055

hile the digital
revolution, well,
e v o l v e d ,
Norwich resident Nora
Jacobson still preferred to
show her movies to – and
to
attend
other
filmmakers’ works with –
a bunch of other people in
a theater.
Shoulder to shoulder.
Knee to knee.
Face to face.
“People don’t watch as
carefully, I think, if they’re
watching on a device, by
themselves, especially at
home,” Jacobson says.
“They’re distracted by the Filmmaker Nora Jacobson
phone or texts. You don’t get that same sense of people zeroing in on your film, especially if you
make films that are complex, like I do.”
Jacobson’s complicated fictional tales range from 1998’s My Mother’s Early Lovers and 2004’s
Nothing Like Dreaming to 2016’s The Hanji Box (look up these titles on www.imdb.com), the
latter of which she screened at the White River Indie Film Festival in 2017.
Jacobson also planned to show an early version of her work-in-progress documentary about
poet Ruth Stone to a live audience during the 2020 festival in White River last spring, the
better to elicit feedback.
Then the coronavirus pandemic forced White River Indie Film to cancel its 16th annual
festival, most of which would have screened at the Briggs Opera House.
It didn’t end there, however. The WRIF
board brainstormed ways to stay on the radar
of the Upper Valley’s devotees of film,
resolving to use virtual technology to share
and encourage discussion about as many
movies as possible.
“We were all ready to do programs for the
May festival when the quarantines started,
but we didn’t want to leave it there,”
Plainfield filmmaker, Upper Valley native
and WRIF board president Samantha
Davidson Green recalls. “The board made a
commitment to do everything in our power
to connect people to film.”
That effort began with WRIF joining the
Sierra Club of the Upper Valley to live-stream
a program celebrating the 50th anniversary
of Earth Day in April.
And in May, some 50 people signed up for
the discussion of Jacobson’s Stone
documentary – far more than she expects
would have come to the theater in person.
“It was incredibly helpful for me,”
Jacobson said of the discussion of her work
in progress, now in the editing stages. “I
received a lot of good feedback from people.
I could ask questions of the audience and
they could answer.”
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NORWICH WOMEN’S CLUB
Save the Date!
he Norwich Women’s Club
invites you to an
evening of theater,
community, good food,
and amazing auction
items on Sunday,
April 18th, in the
comfort of your
own home. More
details to follow on
the listserv.
In 2020, the
NWC awarded
almost $40,000 to 32
local organizations in
the form of Community
Project Grants. This
money largely came from
the online auction which
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replaced our usual in-person Spring
Gala, as well as generous
donations from members of
our community. This year’s
Spring Gala is staying
entirely virtual, with an
online auction ending
in an evening of
theater and food in
p e o p l e ’s
own
homes. It’s clear
that the need for
grants will continue
to grow as the
pandemic enters its
second year, and we
hope that the generous
Upper Valley community
will support our Virtual
Spring Gala! n

Share a wonderful evening with us right from your own home!
Sunday, April 18 Details to follow on listserv
www.norwichwomensclub.org

UNCOMPROMISING DESIGN
DESIGNED FOR YOUR MOST INSPIRING SPACES

Windows and doors inspired by how you live.
Serving VT, the Upper Valley of NH, and the Adirondack Region of NY
Locally Owned & Operated | (603) 298-5555 | wdbrownell.com
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Spring Gardens: An Elixir For The Winter Doldrums
–– Frank Orlowski ––
his spring issue of the
Norwich Times happens to
coincide with the time of
greatest change in the Upper
Valley. We go from cold nights
and snow covered ground in early
March, to the warm (sometimes
hot) days, spring rains, and long
hours of light of late May. In
between there are ice events,
spring flooding, mud, and the
long awaited greening of trees
and lawns…oh, and the flowers
– who can forget the flowers.
Is there a greater boost to
morale after many months of icy
roads, snow covered driveways,
and dirty snow piles than the
seeing the colorful spring blooms
of the hyacinths, crocuses and
daffodils? The pleasure realized when those first shoots from bulbs planted the
previous year, appear on a warm spring day? For many of our friends, neighbors,
and ourselves, those long awaited events touch and rejuvenate the soul.
Whether we tend our own gardens, hire professionals for the work, or admire
neighbors’ gardens, Norwich folks seem to have a particular affinity for gardens
and gardening. Norwich homeowner Heather Benson exemplifies the manner
in which gardening becomes more than a mere landscaping project. “Many
years ago, we created several perennial gardens in an effort to spruce up the
landscaping around our home,” she says. “In that effort, I discovered that the
color and beauty did more than help our lack of landscaping - it lifted my spirits
and created enjoyment.”
A love of growing, gardening often results from those first efforts. A kind of
spiritual awakening, if you will. Even for those whose livelihoods involve tilling
the soil, that spiritual experience of gardening does not disappear.
Norwich gardener Norah Lake not only operates a commercial farm
(Sweetland Farm), she tends her own gardens for personal enjoyment. “It's
funny to take off my farmer hat and put on my gardener hat for a few minutes,”
she says. “But gardening and farming have always held different places in my
heart. Even while growing rows and acres of production vegetables I still see a
place in my life for gardening as well.”
Norah goes on to explain how personal gardening is not only relaxing for her,
but also proves inspiring. “The pace and scale of gardening are important factors
in my enjoyment of it. When working in my garden I give myself space and time
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to observe, enjoy, and just be. I
am outdoors experiencing the
beauty of nature in all its facets.
I am feeling the warmth of the
sun or the crumble of the soil or
the texture of the foliage. I am
immersing myself in the color of
an unfurling poppy or a
butterfly's wing or the pruning
shears against the backdrop of a
harvest basket.”
Gardening is work – no doubt
about it. Turning the soil,
forming the beds, mulching,
weeding, planting, fall cleanup
– all require a physical
investment. Yet the pains
involved, for most, are far
surpassed by the joys realized.
For those unable to handle
the physical work involved,
there are gardening professionals around to help. Mary Ellen Treadway tends
gardens around the Upper Valley professionally, primarily perennial flower
gardens. Does tending the gardens of others lessen the enjoyment received from
gardening? “No, tending others’ gardens is satisfying, as those gardens become
a part of you,” she says.
Especially today, concerns about health, both physical and emotional, are
uppermost in our minds. Valerie Woodhouse, of Norwich’s Honey Field Farm,
explains how gardening benefits health. “The garden is a place of nurturing and
growth for both the plants and their caretakers. There’s so many ways that the
garden decreases stress, combats depression, gives us a sense of purpose and
hope. It invites us to get swept up in the act of planting seeds or pulling weeds,
and be fully present for a moment or two. Simply digging your hands into the
soil releases serotonin which relieves stress and lifts your spirit.”
Valerie also describes the cooperative nature of gardening – the gardener, and
nature. “The garden seems to reflect what we need most. For me, that’s the
constant reminder to take a minute to pause, step back, and appreciate the
transformation I’m a part of whether it went as planned or not. It’s enjoying the
beauty, smells and tastes even more because we created and overcame it together.”
Those benefits, physical, emotional, spiritual, are summed up by Heather
Benson. “I love being outside…weeding, planting, harvesting, and tending of
the garden is another way for me to be in the fresh air and sunshine. Gardening
nurtures my body and soul on so many levels and it somehow feels like much
more than just a pastime.” n
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Let’s stay close,

even when we’re apart.
Online &
Mobile Banking

Support

Mobile Deposit

$
ATMs ITM

$

POP Money

We offer many safe and convenient ways for you to connect
with our banking team, anytime, anywhere. The well-being
and financial safety of our customers and communities are
our top priority. Visit us and learn more at ledyardbank.com.

CONCORD | HANOVER | LEBANON | LYME | NEW LONDON | NORWICH | WEST LEBANON
Personal and business banking relationships within the retail bank are subject to FDIC insurance coverage limits.
Investment, tax and wealth management services offered by Ledyard Financial Advisors are not insured by the FDIC,
are not deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by the Bank or any affiliate, and are subject to investment risk
including the possible loss of principal amount invested.
EQUAL HOUSING LENDER MEMBER FDIC

Sweetland
Farm

P U B L IS H E R ’S N OT E
Wowie, What Do I Do Now?
he Norwich Times is overdue to go to the printers and I still have writer’s
block. Nothing witty comes to mind as I put pen to paper – or fingers to
keyboard – to write this issue’s Publisher’s Note.
I’ve been publishing the Norwich Times since 1997 (with a five-year break
when former Parent’s Paper publisher, Chris Blau, took the reins). When I first
launched it, I did nearly everything except the layout. I did have excellent writing
help from my cousin, the late-and-great Field Miller, and the late-and-great Ruth
Sylvester, among others. But, back then, I didn’t know how to not do it all, nor
did I have the resources to farm out part of the workload. I had a two-year-old and
lived in a whirlwind.
Today, I have more efficiencies
in place, I actually have admin
help, and my daughters are grown
and virtually self-sufficient. So,
why do I have writer’s block? I
think it’s because I know how far I
can push the deadline envelope. I
can usually get away with waiting
for inspiration to strike and
knowing that I can always pull
through. This time, not so much.
The sun always rises in Norwich & the Norwich
Here’s the good news: as I type, Times will always appear in your mailbox despite
my writer’s block is lifting, even if this publisher’s nasty case of writer’s block.
the content is irrelevant to this
issue. What is relevant is that we are all human, with strengths and weaknesses, and
that sometimes things don’t quite work the way you want or are accustomed to. This
note is to give us all a break – especially myself at the moment, especially during
these ongoing bizarre times – and to realize that all is well. Norwichians have
each other’s backs, and I appreciate that beyond measure. The next edition of
the Norwich Times will have a Publisher’s Note with more interesting things to
discuss, I promise… I’ll start on it now. :-) Time to go to press!
~Jen

T

Dave Nelson
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When the Universe Winks
–– Mark Lilienthal ––
side effect of the world being
upside down for a year is the
unexpected beauty and wit
that the universe continues to throw
at us. My oldest son, 10, has blossomed
into an avid collector of ski trail maps,
the origami squares you kept jammed
in your parka to look at on the lift
before smartphones changed our
world. Occasionally, I look up a resort
and see if it is easy to contact customer
service or the ticket window. Most
times, corporate America thwarts my
efforts. (Calling Vail and hoping for a
quick answer instead of getting
trapped in an endless labyrinth of
“press 1” options is a little like
standing in front of the White House thinking Joe is going to come out and say
hello just to you.) At one area in Colorado, however, I found an easy fill form
and asked for a map.
One sends these types of messages with the thought that one will be able to
tell spouse, child, parents, in-laws, and friends that AT LEAST one has tried,
but that one must never expect a response from such an anonymous platform,
most likely dominated by “bots.”
When the return message came into my email from “Snow Reporter,” I
expected one of two responses: a canned “no” or something approaching a
begrudging “yes.” The universe had other plans.
Norwichians, it is worth reminding ourselves that Colorado has a certain
reputation that jibes pretty well with our own. Beautiful scenery. Population
enthused by outdoor activities. A certain permissiveness about THC and craft
beer. People who have left elsewhere searching for happiness who end up staying.
“I’ll get a map in the mail to you first thing Monday morning!,” the message
read. “We hope to see you!”
Two exclamation points were enough to convince me I had done good. But
what floored me was that the kind person at the other end of the interwebs had
a name – avian in theme – that is revered in the 05055. Nay, not Partridge – can
you imagine? Neither was it Hawk, Falcon, or Eagle.
“Ms. Sparrow,” I wrote back, “In our family, we talk about the concept of a
‘universe wink.’ It’s when you dare to ask for something or try something new or

A

take a little bit of a risk (no matter
how small or inconsequential) and the
universe just kind of winks back at
you, letting you know that you are
doing alright. Well, the universe wink
in this story is that a very popular café
in our little Vermont town is the Blue
SPARROW Kitchen. Amazing.
Thank you so much; our son will be
thrilled.”
She wrote back, “I love that!
Thanks for sharing the universe
wink!” It’s a silly thing, but in these
times, it seems to me that if we can no
longer thrill at the silly things, then
history will write that the virus won.
It turns out that ski maps weren’t
the only sextant for my soul, pointing
the way towards a memory. Recently, after completing a task that can only be
described as “essential” in New Hampshire, I took my normal route down the
hill towards my hometown. At an intersection, on the best sign in Hanover
(VERMONT ->), there was something new.
Of all the 50 states, how many feature residents who would premeditate the
need for spray paint, cross state lines out of their own state against the governor’s
pandemic orders, locate a highway sign indicating the direction of their own
home state, withdraw the aforementioned paint, and draw a couple of hearts to
indicate to the wayward traveller who had forsaken their homeland that not all
was lost, that their people were but a short distance across a green bridge and a
black river?
My answer?
One.
These last 12 months, it has been hard to find the music in the world, like
we all have a little water in our ears that no amount of jumping up and down
can drain. The chaos comes at us like snowflakes in a blizzard, toying with our
equilibrium. Anxiety and distress lurk behind every curtain and around every
corner. And yet, somehow, strangers take a chance that maybe, just maybe, a
little vandalism-turned-poetry will make others smile. They help pop the bubble
and return your audio to normal. The person or people who painted those two
hearts on the Vermont sign make my world sing... and our universe wink. n

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

For a
Beautiful
Lawn...
A Place to
Relax.
Complete Liquid
Fertilization Program
Including Weed-Insect Control
Liming - Core Aeration
ORGANIC Fertilizer Program

Call (802) 773-7833
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The 1-2-3 of Keeping Dollars Local
–– Rebecca Bailey ––
he Local Multiplier Effect —
that’s math anyone can love. It
refers to how much more of each
dollar stays in your local community
when you spend it at locally owned
businesses rather than in corporate
chains or online stores.
The figures are dramatic. A recent
study commissioned by Vital
Communities by the national
consulting firm Civic Economics
found that, for every dollar they earn,
Upper Valley retailers return to the
local economy an estimated 56
percent of their revenues, compared
with an estimated 14 percent
returned by major corporate chains.
Author Archer Mayor signing books before a reading
Upper Valley restaurants put 68
percent back into the local economy
compared to 30 percent by major national
restaurant chains.
Revenue recirculates back into the
regional economy not just through wages
paid to local workers but also through
profits paid out to local owners; local
goods and services used or resold by the
business; and charitable giving within the
community.
“This study really spells out just how
important it is to support our local
businesses that are rooted in and support
our communities,” said Nancy LaRowe,
director of Vital Communities’ Vital
Economy initiative.
“Many local
businesses are struggling to stay afloat
right now. We need to be there for them
now by buying locally, so they will be here
for us in the future to create stable jobs,
enhance community character, and invest The Norwich Bookstore’s outdoor shop on the back porch
in our communities.”
Take the Norwich Bookstore. Owners Liza
Bernard and Penny McConnell opened their
doors in August 1994 – a month after, in
Bellevue, Washington, Jeff Bezos founded
Amazon. However, the Norwich Bookstore
contributes to the Upper Valley community in
ways Amazon never will. “The Local Multiplier
Effect is huge,” said Bernard. “It’s financial but
so much more. It’s also about all the ways local
businesses contribute to the community.”
For example, the bookstore puts its sales
revenue back into the local economy through Book orders ready to be picked up
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We’re
All About
Your Life
Outside
TM

Local Support
Equals Strong
Communities
Thank you
Vital Communities
for this study!

salaries to employees, payroll taxes,
profits for the owners, and the local
purchase of office and cleaning
supplies. In addition are direct
donations to local charities and
programs like Book Angel, in which
donors can contribute to book gifts to
people in need. The store is also a
community gathering place, a sort of
“book pub” where the staff knows its
customers’ tastes. The readings series
brings people together while
championing what Bernard described
as a rich community of local authors.
While COVID put an end to
in-person gatherings, the store has
clung tenaciously to its community
role. Readings are virtual, and readers
can buy signed copies of the authors’
books. During the warmer months, the
back porch became an open-air shop where
people run into friends. “It turned out to be
our most valuable real estate,” Bernard
said. Through its monthly newsletter, the
store let its customers know they could still
get book recommendations, by the phone
rather than in person. “It’s not just an
algorithm telling you, ‘If you liked that
you’ll like this,” Bernard said. “We know
our reading public and their interests.
Having these conversations is fun for us.”
All these efforts have helped the
bookstore stay in business as Amazon
hoovered up the book market. But the
online retail giant is an ever-present threat
to many local businesses. The study Vital
Communities commissioned estimates
that the Upper Valley generated more
than $165 million of sales in 2019 for
Amazon. As there are no Amazon
warehouses in our region, virtually all
$165 million dollars left the Upper Valley
instead of being reinvested in our people,
communities, and economy.
Sadly, the pandemic has ratcheted up this
“Amazon Effect,” LaRowe said. “In the early
months of the pandemic, online retail sales
increased more than $100 billion at the expense
of our local businesses and our communities.
That trend is truly hurting our local economy.
Each time we buy local, we are making a choice
to invest in our community, instead of sending
our dollars somewhere else.” n
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Travel Without Leaving Home
s fortunate as we are to be living where we do, many of us are missing
the chance to travel. The opportunity to visit new places, enjoy
different experiences, and see how other people live is stimulating
and exciting! The limitations to where we can go and how we can enjoy
being there are rather profound. I know my family is feeling that this is a
particularly challenging aspect of the life we are living right now.
If you’re expecting me to tie this into wine somehow, you are
absolutely right. While we may not be visiting distant places, we can still
enjoy wines from around the world. It may not include all of the thrill of
being somewhere else, but we can enjoy it at home, with those we love,
in the safest surroundings. A few nice benefits are the lack of lines at
security checkpoints, no need to find a parking space, and not a chance
of a flight delay.
If you want to travel without leaving home, it’s very easy to find a
delicious recipe for dinner, pair it up with a regional wine, and enjoy some
of the best parts of traveling in the comfort and safety of home. Whether
it’s a spectacular osso bucco with a nice bottle of Barbaresco, or oysters on
the half shell with a great Muscadet, the chance to visit Piemonte or the
Loire Valley without going anywhere is one of the most beautiful aspects
of food and wine. Crack open a cookbook, enjoy a meal with those closest
to you, and give us a call or email to help pick the perfect wine to make
you glad you didn’t leave home! n
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This column is
sponsored by
Norwich Wines
and Spirits

BURTON HOUSE • ELM STREET
NORWICH, VERMONT 05055
(802) 649-1970
Norwichwinesandspirits@gmail.com
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What the Old Timer Said: A Tribute to the ‘Mayor’
–– David Callaway ––
Hanover, and taught history at the
One Vermonter asked another
college for more than three decades.
Vermonter, “How’s your wife this winter?”
One class Professor Foley taught
“Compared to what?” the other replied.
was formally titled “Western
ne of the most beautiful places
Expansion” but it came to be known
in Norwich to enjoy an
by generations of Dartmouth students
afternoon on the shores of the
as “Cowboys and Indians” and was
Connecticut River is Foley Park on the
extremely popular. “I would stoop to
southwestern side of the Ledyard
low levels to get their (students)
Bridge. There are chairs where you can
attention,” he recalled in a newspaper
sit and watch the ducks feed or canoes
interview. “I didn’t object to telling
skim across the water. In addition to its
off-color stories. I think a teacher’s
beauty, the park is a historical
function is to not only have some
landmark. In 1765, the Messenger and
knowledge of an area but along with
Hutchinson families built a log hut on
that, and of the same importance, to
the site and became the first pioneer Honorary Mayor Allen Foley was a masterful story teller capturing Vermonters’ dry wit.
stir some interest in his students.”
families to winter in Norwich. A
In 1941, Foley moved to Norwich
plaque in the park was erected in 1979,
and bought a home on McKenna
not only to honor the first settlers but
Road that overlooked the
also to leave a lasting memorial to
Connecticut River and Dartmouth.
Allen Foley, who by many accounts
“When people ask me for a brief
was Norwich’s grandest storyteller and
biography,” he wrote, “I tell them I
finest public servant.
was born in Massachusetts, educated
Allen Foley was born on
in New Hampshire and found fullness
November 11, 1898, in Framingham,
of life in Vermont.”
Massachusetts, during a blizzard.
But a full life in Vermont was
According to Al, there was a family
nearly cut short on a fall evening in
tale that all his diapers blew off the
1949. Two Dartmouth students in
clothesline during the storm and
Hanover were firing a .22 caliber
weren’t recovered until spring. He
telescope equipped rifle at beer cans
spent his childhood in Massachusetts
floating in the Connecticut River.
before entering Dartmouth in 1916
The scope didn’t help much and four
at the suggestion of his mother, who
bullets hit Foley’s Norwich home.
thought the Hanover air would be
According to a newspaper report,
Principal Allen R. Foley
good for her son, who she feared
“Foley had been sitting in his living
might have tuberculosis. His mother’s diagnosis was incorrect and Al
room chair in front of a window until he decided to get up and go to the kitchen.
graduated in 1920.
No sooner had he reached it than one shot came through the window and hit
For the next three years he was the headmaster of the Farmington, New
the wall behind the chair in a direct line with the spot that Foley's head had
Hampshire high school, and then attended the University of Wisconsin, where
previously occupied. Another shot hit the wall where the professor's shoulder
he earned his masters degree in history. In 1924, Foley entered Harvard, where
had been. A third embedded itself in the window casing, and a fourth hit the
he worked on his doctorate but never took his finals. Instead, a Harvard
side of the house.” Al chased the students in his car, but couldn’t catch them,
classmate encouraged Al to join him on a world tour, all expenses paid. “I
but the police tracked them down and charged them with disorderly conduct.
walked the Great Wall of China 40 years before Mr. Nixon strutted across it,”
Foley never married. One writer described him as a “comfortable bachelor…
Foley noted many years later. While touring Egypt, Al received a telegram
who lives happily amidst books, books, and more books.” Several of his
asking him to teach at Dartmouth. He accepted the position, returned to
colleagues doubted that he ever cooked a meal at home, for he generally ate his
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meals at the Norwich Inn or Lou’s Restaurant in Hanover. In 1958, Professor
Foley started the tradition at Lou’s of hanging up photos of “regulars, leaders in
the college community, business owners...on the walls in what became known
as “Lou’s Rogues Gallery.”
In 1964, Al retired from Dartmouth. According to one reporter, “His 35
years as a professor were good years for Foley who thinks that the company of
young people kept him young.” But when Foley “retired” from Dartmouth his
community activities increased. He became a representative for Norwich to the
Vermont legislature and stayed in the position for five terms. As a legislator, he
spent his winters in Montpelier and became involved with the Vermont
Historical Society. Within a few year,s he stepped up and served as its president
for four years. In addition, he served as president of the Norwich Historical
Society in 1965 when the acting president became ill and had to step down.
In 1956, Al became the town moderator for Norwich, a post he held for
nearly 20 years. In 1963, as a “thank you” for his years of service, he was named
“Honorary Mayor” of Norwich. His duties as mayor, he said, only included riding
in a convertible during the Norwich Fair parade each summer. When in 1975
Foley resigned as moderator, he made it very clear that he had no plans to garden
in his retirement. He mentioned his one experience raising beets and carrots
during WWII, shortly after he moved to Norwich. “Nobody wanted the damn
things,” he said. Before he stepped down, he reflected on the town’s growth
while he held his post. “Norwich is growing and that is good,” he said, “because
change is one of the fundamental laws of life.”
With his civic duties behind him, Foley began his next career as an afterdinner speaker specializing in Vermont humor. “Ten or twelve years ago, I was
asked to pinch-hit at the White River Rotary Club,” Al said in a 1973
interview. “It went well and I’ve been doing it ever since. He also noted, “This
business of after-dinner speaking is really a racket. But I find it both profitable
and pleasant.”
Telling stories, Foley explained, did some good for the world. “There’s
therapy in humor.” He never claimed credit for creating a story, rather he just
collected them in his rambles around Vermont. “I’m a little fussy; I only like to
use the ones I like.”
The stories usually poked fun at people who ventured into Vermont from
out-of-state. For example, a visitor from Massachusetts was driving to Vermont
and came to a fork in a road that had signs pointing in both directions saying
“White River Junction.” He asked a Vermonter walking on the road, “Does it
make any difference which road I take to White River?,” and received the reply,
“Not to me it don’t.”
Then there was the tourist who asked the old fellow if he had lived in
Vermont all his life. “Not yet,” he replied.
According to Foley, “The Vermonter developed this mild and harmless source
of amusement of making the unexpected reply, and if it did set the stranger back
on his fanny, it was both the Vermonter’s intention and his pleasure.”
Another visitor remarked that there were a lot of peculiar looking people in
Vermont. “Yep,” agreed the Vermonter. “But most of them are gone by the
middle of September.”
Some of the stories even poked fun at Vermonters.
Two farmers were having a spat about which one owned a cow. They finally
decided to call a lawyer. All three wound up with the cow in a barn. One farmer
Continued on page 10
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Join us for another season
at Honey Field Farm!
Open daily May through October
55 Butternut Road, Norwich, VT
www.HoneyFieldFarmVT.com
802-649-1500
Check out our new CSA offerings, including curated local meal starter kits
with recipes and ingredients featuring local products we think you'll love!
Join our popular Free Choice CSA and spend your credit
however you’d like from our selection of vibrant annual and perennial
flowers, organic vegetables and herbs, artisanal preserves, and more!

Dreaming of spring? We are too!

Pre-orders for organic veggie and herb starts are now open! Start planning your garden now
and pick up your plants in the spring. Visit our website to browse our ever-growing collection.
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visit our webite at LifeStyledVT.com

802.299.6106

was pulling on the cow’s tail, the other was pulling on its head. The lawyer was
in the middle milking the cow.
Foley put a collection of his stories into two small books. He thought the
second one, What the Old-Timer Said to the Fellow From Down-Country and even
to His Neighbor – When He Had it Coming! would never sell, and was amazed
when 65,000 copies of his book were purchased, with some copies “finding their
way to homesick Yankees in California.” He also recorded an album of an afterdinner performance he gave in Burlington.
Through the years, many Vermonters asked Al how he could consider himself
to be a real Vermonter even though he was born in Massachusetts. He explained,
usually with a smile, “If a cat gives birth to her kittens in an oven, you don’t
necessarily have to call them biscuits.”
Allen Foley died on February 16, 1978. The memorials and editorials quickly
filled the local newspapers. Weston Cate, a colleague from the Vermont
Historical Society, wrote, “We shall miss Al Foley, his humor, his caring, his
demonstrated belief in good government, his love of people and conversation,
his mastery of the Yankee put down. His was the ultimate gift, to make life more
bearable for others.”
More than 350 people jammed the Norwich Congregational Church for Al’s
memorial service. The Valley News reported that “Foley surely would have
enjoyed his funeral,” which blended his experiences at Dartmouth and in
Norwich. Eulogies were presented by professors from Dartmouth, state and town
officials, and former Vermont governor, Thomas P. Salmon. “The Dartmouth
Aires sang a tribute to the late professor, ‘Men of Dartmouth.’ ”
When the service ended the crowd poured out onto Church Street and
headed to the Norwich Inn for a memorial reception. Several folks commented
on how much Al would have enjoyed the service.
“But, I wish they had told more stories,” said one person.
“Yes, but no one could tell them like Al,” said another. n
To listen to Al spin a few stories try: Allen Foley – Vermont Wit, Humor and Wisdom at www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0YmbshFY1g.
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Winter Crane Fly

Snow Fly

Winter Firefly

–– Lynnwood Andrews ––
Nature will bear the closest inspection. She invites us to lay our eye
level with her smallest leaf, and take an insect view of its plain.

L

~ Henry David Thoreau

ooking for new things to explore on your winter hikes? Delve into the
world of winter insects, spiders and other such creatures. To get you
started, below are five tiny insects and a near-relative that live in Norwich.
You will find great resources at iNaturalist to help you identify your
discoveries and learn about new animals to look for. From the iNaturalist
home page, click on the Explore tab at the top. Enter Norwich, VT USA in
the Location window and use the filter button to the right to specify the
kind of animal you are looking for and the dates (Nov 2020 – March 2021
for winter observations). Up will pop all of the observations made this
winter in Norwich of whatever kind of animal you selected. As many insects
and spiders are hard to identify at the species level without specialized
equipment and knowledge, try learning them by common name and genus.

Winter Crane Fly
Genus Trichocera Winter Crane Flies overwinter as adults, mostly males,
and can be seen on warmer sunny days in winter. Although they look like
big mosquitos, they do not bite or sting. In summer, their larvae live in moist
areas, feeding on decaying plant material.

Snow Scorpionfly

Small Winter Stonefly

emendela

Erika Mitchell

Erika Mitchell

Erika Mitchell

Erika Mitchell

Deborah Laramie

Be a Winter Insect Hunter

Snow Flea

Snow Fly
Genus Chionea These wingless insects can be observed walking on the snow
in the afternoon in lightly forested areas. The adults live for up to two months,
and produce glycerol to prevent freezing. They drink, but do not eat.
Winter Firefly
Ellychnia corrusca These are lantern-less (no light) beetles that feed on
flowers and sap, preferring oak, hickory and tuliptree. Adults spend the winter
in grooves in tree bark and become active in March.
Snow Scorpionflies
Genus Boreus These small insects have either no wings or tiny bristle-like.
Their body temperature depends on absorption of radiation. The heat of a
human hand can easily kill it.
Small Winter Stonefly
Family Capniidae The nymphs emerge from below streambeds in winter.
They moult into adult form and climb out onto the ice and snow. Even though
they have wings, the adults prefer to walk on the snow in search of mates.
Snow Fleas, also known as Springtails
Genus Hypogastrura – Snow fleas are not true insects, but are hexapods.
They look like flecks of pepper on snow. They can launch themselves into the
air by means of an appendage called a furcola on their undersides. Bodily
concentrations of proteins allow them to stay active in freezing temperatures. n
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Simon Pearce and Resource
years? According to current
Systems Group, Clay was
President and CEO (and
ready to step into a new
former Norwich resident)
leadership challenge.
Clay Adams, Mascoma
“Growing up, I held a lot of
Bank was intentionally
leadership positions through
designed to be locally owned
high school and college. I
and to support community
naturally gravitated toward
philanthropy, and the bank
that aspect.”
has simply stayed true to its
Clay contributed to a
original mission. It is this
number of organizations
community-first philosophy,
early in his career, and
along with solid strategic
realized he was missing the
planning, that has helped
top-level
leadership
Mascoma Bank weather
experience.
As
his
many financial storms that
experiences evolved, Clay
have forced other banks to
stitched together a ‘quilt of
StoneLedge Stables and Finding Our Stride are two Norwich-based nonprofits that have received funding from
close or merge.
leadership models’ to inform
Adapting to new local dollars circulated back into the community through Mascoma Bank.
his approach. “I’ve picked up
technologies has also
different ideas about leadership by reading a lot of history and
helped the bank grow and change with the times. Clay
serving on boards with other leaders. All leaders have things
notes, “One thing I’ve said consistently since I’ve arrived
they’re good at and not so good at.” Among the many skills
is that technology investments are absolutely critical,”
required to be a successful CEO, Clay brought visioning,
says Clay. “We need to serve our customers’ needs where,
strategic partnering, and working with nonprofits,
when, and how they want to bank.” New financial
government, and business sectors to the Mascoma Bank
products and tools constantly emerge under the banner of
Community. “I had great familiarity with the institution and
‘fintechs,’ (financial technology companies) like mobile
the regions we serve, and we have a great group of employees
banking applications and simplified online banking
I can rely on for the day-to-day operations.”
services. “Community banks have not made the
In keeping with its local-first philosophy, Clay helped
investments in technology that we should have, and Clay Adams
the bank continue its journey toward becoming a Certified
traditional providers serving banks are not innovating as fast as the rest of
B Corporation, which is a legal commitment to consider the impact of decisions
on employees, customers, the community, and the environment. Companies
the market.”
balance the ‘triple bottom line,” giving people, places, and the planet equal
Clay became President and CEO of Mascoma Bank in January 2017,
priority. “The Board had been discussing B Corp Certification for a couple of
succeeding long-time President Steve Christy. After serving on the bank’s Board
years, and we pushed it over the goal line. We felt we’d already been acting as
of Directors for five years and holding CEO roles at regional businesses like
LOCAL MONEY – cont’d from pg 1
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a B Corporation since the bank was
started by a group of citizens from
Lebanon that pooled their money
and didn’t expect a return. We grow
our capital and give back to
our communities. The B Corp
mantra is ‘best for the world’ so
making it official is a nice way to
validate what we’ve been doing for
122 years.”
Indeed, significant funds have
been contributed to Upper Valley
organizations: $2 million in 2020,
and more than $8 million over the
past five years. In Norwich, Willing
Hands, Upper Valley Trails
Alliance, Norwich Library, The
Family Place, and Montshire Clean Yield Team’s Annual Retreat
Museum have all received funding
averaging $5,000 each for programs, equipment, capital campaigns, and events
to support their operations and services.
“Keeping money local contributes to a virtuous cycle of job creation, philanthropy, community involvement, and local business ownership. Amazon is not
going away and there are great benefits to that business, but it is also nice to
have local institutions that are unique to and familiar with the Upper Valley.”
The pandemic has inspired additional contributions by the Mascoma Bank
Foundation to support childcare, racial equity, affordable housing, and
nonprofit organizations that rely on visitors. “Philanthropy drives a lot of the
behaviors at the bank, not just in terms of the money we want to give away, but
in how we conduct all of our business; it’s a lot easier to work harder and longer
when you’re doing it for a higher purpose.”
With 28 branches stretching across northern New England, Mascoma
Bank’s community betterment impact is significant. It also reaches far beyond
the Upper Valley because of a unique award from the US Treasury in 2020. In
recent years, the $170 million New Markets Tax Credits (NMTC) allocation

‘Invest Local’
Becky Bailey, communications manager at Vital Communities, explains the
value of investing locally, expanding on the traditional definition of ‘investing.’
“You can invest locally through purchase power, sweat equity, loans to local
businesses, and managed funds like the VT Community Loan Fund.”
These funds look for local projects and opportunities to invest in ways that
traditional lenders may not support, but that might be necessary to help the
community thrive. Individuals can take control of their investment dollars to
keep their investments active in their community.
A culture of ‘impact investing’ is a priority at Clean Yield, a Norwich firm.
Elizabeth Glenshaw, managing director, says that ‘impact investing’ means
placing capital into initiatives designed to generate social and environmental
impact as well as financial return. “Because we have a large cross section of
local clients, we have a lot of Vermont- based investments. Ninety percent of
our clients choose impact investing, targeting an array of social concerns like
alleviating poverty, sustainable business models, underrepresented entrepreneurs, and women-owned businesses.”
David Otto, founder of Otto & Associates encourages clients to make
philanthropic investments. “There’s so much need out there, but the Upper
Valley has had good private and public leadership over the decades in
addressing issues like affordable housing and accessible transportation.
Organizations like Vital Communities and Twin Pines Housing Trust are good at
educating people about opportunities for local, credible vehicles for individual
and institutional investors.”
Commercial lending to local businesses is the ‘lifeblood of a community’
according to Bill Kidder, Senior VP and Senior Lending Officer for Ledyard
National Bank. “The majority of our lending is focused in the Upper Valley, and
after 34 years of community banking and commercial lending, I’m convinced
that the unity and vibrancy of a community is directly tied to supporting
businesses in their growth and ability to employ people.” Ledyard has issued
more than 450 Payroll Protection Plan loans totaling $53 million to local
businesses during the past year, which has kept people employed that would
be otherwise. n
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Benefitting Local
In 2020, Mascoma Bank donated
a total of $36,150 to these
Norwich-based nonprofits:
• Finding Our Stride
• Montshire Museum of Science
• Norwich PTA
• Norwich Public Library
• StoneLedge Stables
• Student Rescue Project
• The Family Place
• Upper Valley Community Grange
• Upper Valley Trails Alliance

from the US Treasury has allowed the bank to help stimulate business
development in underserved urban and rural neighborhoods. The bank has
awarded NMTC Funds to develop the Nashua Performing Arts Center, a hotel
in Burlington, a steel fabrication operation in Berlin, NH, and several other
projects which are still operating despite the pandemic.
For Clay Adams and the more than 370 Mascoma Bank employees,
community service is both a personal and professional ethic. Currently, Clay
serves as a member of the Board of Directors of the Montshire Museum of
Science, Alice Peck Day Hospital, Ford Sayre Memorial Ski Council, and Vital
Communities Corporate Council. Each year, Mascoma Bank employees provide
hands-on help from building projects to mentoring students and helping seniors
through the Bank’s paid Volunteer Time Off program.
For 122 years, it’s been a win-win situation for both the bank and the
communities that it serves, says Clay. “As the bank grows and is more profitable,
we return more money to the community. This is one of the most meaningful
parts of being with a bank dedicated to making a difference.” n

LOCAL
INVESTMENT 101
STARTS

MARCH 4, 5:30 - 7 p.m.

ONLINE 4-WEEK SERIES WITH
COMMUNITY ECONOMIST MICHAEL SHUMAN
$100 per person (reduced pricing available)
“When the pandemic recedes, we all will be
called upon to take extraordinary steps to revive
the local businesses that serve as the foundation
of our communities. One critically important
step will be for you and other members of your
community to move your investment capital from
Wall Street to Main Street.”
Register at tlcmonadnock.com/investing

HOSTED BY VITAL COMMUNITIES & THE LOCAL CROWD MONADNOCK
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WISE Celebrates 50 Years Serving Survivors
–– Nicola Smith ––
hen Peggy O’Neil became the executive
director of WISE (Women’s Information
Service) in 2003, the Lebanon, NH,
nonprofit organization known for its work in
assisting survivors of domestic abuse and sexual
violence, the organization was using a decades-old
logo that showed a woman in silhouette, her face
hidden from view. The image was consistent with
society-wide attitudes toward the twin scourges of
domestic and sexual violence – kept out of public
view, and rarely spoken of.
“We know that secrecy and isolation breed
domestic violence and sexual assault,” O’Neil
said in a Zoom interview.
But shrouding these issues in secrecy and
isolation is not the best way to combat a global
public health problem. The World Health
Organization (WHO) estimates that about 1 in 3
women, or 35% of women worldwide, have
experienced “either physical and/or sexual
intimate partner violence or non-partner sexual
violence in their lifetime.”
So, in 2006, after consultation with the
staff and the Upper Valley community, a new
WISE logo and message were unveiled. No
woman concealed in the shadows this time,
but a simple declaration: end violence, share
hope, change lives.
“It was more consistent with our intention to
end domestic and sexual violence within our
communities, including being more public about
the issue,” said O’Neil.
This year marks WISE’s 50th anniversary.
What began in Hanover as a career resource
center for women has become a multi-faceted
agency that provides services to survivors of
domestic and sexual violence from 21 towns in
New Hampshire and Vermont. Approximately
1,300 people annually turn to WISE for counseling
and assistance. WISE offers safe housing for
women leaving dangerous, abusive relationships,
often accompanied by their children.
“Survivors don’t necessarily feel safe or
comfortable in shelters or transitional housing.
When you leave your home, you have to go
someplace – and that place needs to be safe,” said
Betsy Kohl, WISE’s communications and
development director.
The WISE mandate is a broad one. WISE now
owns three buildings in Lebanon: their offices at
38 Bank Street, a safe house (location undisclosed)

W

Peggy O’Neil, WISE executive director

Program Center, 38 Bank Street, Lebanon

and, most recently, they acquired an apartment
building next to 38 Bank Street, which they are
renovating for long-term housing.
WISE also provides financial and housing
assistance, and support for people navigating the
often intimidating, complex maze of law
enforcement and the courts.
Since the early 1990s, WISE has brought
educational programming into schools in the
Upper Valley. With the hiring of a program director

in 2008, WISE now serves four independent
schools and nine public school districts in New
Hampshire and Vermont, including Lebanon,
Hanover, Thetford, Mascoma Valley and Windsor.
The programs begin in elementary school and
continue through high school.
The idea is to help younger people recognize
the warning signs of not only physical abuse, but
also, in this era of social media, the signs of
bullying, stalking and coercive control.

IS THE PROUD SPONSOR OF THE GOODNESS InDEED PAGE
See “Spotlight On Our Sponsor” on Page 22
Mascoma has a longstanding tradition of supporting local people and organizations doing good deeds for the community. www.mascomabank.com
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This is Part 1 of a two-part story on the 50th anniversary of WISE. Part 2 will
look at some innovative programs WISE is implementing as part of its multi-pronged
approach to ending domestic abuse and sexual violence. It will also talk to survivors
who have been helped by WISE to break the cycles of gender-based violence.

LIGHTNING SOCCER CLUB
Lightning Soccer offers many exciting programs
for youths ages 6-14.
Our upcoming programs include...

Spring Advantage: a non-travel skills-based program
Ages 6-10 / $195 / 4:30-5:45pm
Tue & Thur, May 11–June 3 @ Huntley Meadows

Street Soccer Camp:

half-day skills-based camp
Ages 6-14 / $195 / 9am-12pm
#1 Norwich: June 21-24
#2 Thetford: July 5-8
#3 W. Lebanon: July 19-22
#4 WRJ July 26-29
#5 Norwich: August 9-12
FOR MORE INFORMATION & REGISTRATION

802-649-7096 | www.uvlightning.org
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Residential & Commercial Services

Jeff Wilmot
Painting & Wallpapering
INC.
“Superior Workmanship”

(802) 763-2055

“The prevention work they do is really unique. They’re trying to change
the dynamics in young people,” said Tricia Spellman, a member of the WISE
Board of Trustees since 2015, and Chief Financial and Administrative Officer
at the Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth College.
WISE’s expansion has continued in other areas. In 1982, WISE had 22
volunteers; today, it has 106 trained female and male volunteers who work
the 24-hour phone lines or correspond online or by text, and act as court
observers and ambassadors to the community at large, said Kohl. When
O’Neil took over the directorship, she estimates that WISE saw about 600
people a year; that number has more than doubled.
In the last decade, WISE has embedded trained counselors at Dartmouth
College, the Upper Valley Haven and Good Neighbor Health Clinic in
White River Junction, the Windsor Connection Resource Center and
Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center.
As part of WISE’s strategic planning, O’Neil said, the intent is to place
more advocates in a greater number of locations around the Upper Valley.
“Hopefully people are being referred to us earlier,” she said. “We’ve been
intentional about making our services more accessible through advertising
and expansion. We’re doing our work in a deeper way.”
The Covid pandemic has, in some ways, made corresponding or talking to
people at WISE somewhat easier. A $2 million capital campaign in 2019
helped to upgrade WISE’s phone and computer systems, and its server, before
the pandemic hit.
With staff now working remotely, Zoom calls, on-line chat and texting
allow for broader access for people who may have had difficulty seeking help
in person, said Kohl. And writing groups, which would have been held in
person, are currently conducted via Zoom – again giving people more access.
In short, WISE has become, said O’Neil, a training and education center
with a multi-disciplinary approach.
“These are best practices,” said Board member Martha Goodrich, who is
Director of the DHMC Cancer Research Registry. “I didn’t realize how much
of a science there is behind it. I went through the training myself.”
The training helps people to understand how “pervasive and subtle
(domestic and sexual abuse and violence) can be,” Goodrich added.
What heartens the staff and volunteers at WISE is the level of financial
and moral support from throughout the Upper Valley. “It says to survivors
that the community cares for them. They’re not invisible,” said Kohl. n
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A RO UND TO WN

MEE T Y O U R NE IG H BOR

Stephen N. Flanders

Lily Trajman
Main Street

Outgpoing Norwich Police Chief, Jennifer Frank

Norwich Lions Honor Outgoing
Chief Frank with a Lion
orwich residents were understandably sad,
when they learned in January that
Norwich Police Chief, Jennifer Frank,
would be moving on to a new job as Chief of
Police in Windsor at the end of February. The
Norwich Lions Club wished to show Chief
Frank the appreciation of its members and
prepared some mementos for the chief to take
with her to her new position.
In a declaration, presented by Lion King
Cheryl Brush on February 19 at the police
station – attended by Lions Demo Sofronas &
Steve Flanders and town manager, Herb Durfee
– the Club noted, “During your tenure on the
Norwich Police force, you have been a model of
compassion and competency for the town’s
citizens, both young and old. No one could
embody the qualities of community policing
better than you have done. We have seen you
playing ball with kids at the Marion Cross
School, developing cadets to become
responsible citizens, keeping the town aware of
events affecting public safety through your
Facebook feed, and through your informed
reports on the state of the COVID-19 virus
contagion. Your visibility brought comfort to
the citizens of Norwich and its visitors. As a
token of our fond wishes and to always have
your back, we present you with this lion to keep
watch in your office and to ride patrol, as
circumstances indicate.”
Brush gave the outgoing chief a stuffed lion,
wearing Lions Club regalia. The chief, in turn
said that the memento was doubly significant,
since the lion is the symbol of law enforcement,
prominently used at the National Law
Enforcement Officers Memorial. The memorial
cites scripture: “The wicked flee when no man
pursueth: but the righteous are as bold as a
lion.” (Proverbs 28:1) n
~ Stephen N. Flanders

N

Valerie Woodhouse
Honey Field Farm, Norwich

What fictional place would you like to visit? Which
“real” place would you like to visit?
Fictional: Ilvermorny, the American school of
Witchcraft and Wizardry, situated on top of Mt.
Greylock in the Berkshires. Real: Anywhere
outside Vermont! I miss the ocean and tropical
weather, so maybe the US Virgin Islands?

What fictional place would you like to visit?
Fern Gulley

What skill would you like to master?
Watercolor painting. I’m terrible at it, but watch
endless YouTube videos.

What is your ideal way to spend a weekend in Norwich?
Relaxing by the river with friends and good snacks

What would be your first question after waking up from
a 100-year sleep?
How’s the Earth doing?
What is your ideal way to spend a weekend in Norwich?
Summer: Pack a picnic lunch and spend the day
driving to all the swimming holes up by Union
Village Dam. Winter: Sledding, Nordic skiing, and
knitting by the fire!
What is the best way to start the day?
Summer: With a cup of coffee on the back-deck
swing. Winter: With a cup of coffee cuddled up to
my two dogs on the couch.
To which organization or person/group do you donate
your time or other resources regularly?
The Norwich Women’s Club! Also the Haven, of
course.
What’s the last book you read? Did you like it, love it,
or were you just happy to be done with it?
I read The End of October by Lawrence Wright. I’ve
been reading a lot of pandemic novels (Station
Eleven is my favorite) and I enjoyed this one. Its
plot was another reminder that it *could* be worse.

Which “real” place would you like to visit?
New Zealand
What skill would you like to master?
Woodworking

What is the best way to start the day?
Sleeping in!
To which organization or person/group do you donate
your time or other resources regularly?
Vermont Young Farmers Coalition
What weird food combinations do you enjoy?
Frozen grapes and peanut butter
What’s the last book you read? Did you like it, love it,
or were you just happy to be done with it?
The Beautiful Edible Garden which I devoured!
What was cool when you were younger, but not now?
Going to the mall
What is your favorite movie from childhood?
Matilda
What is your motto in life?
“Courage and compassion”
If you could save or protect one animal, plant, or part
of our earth, which would it be?
I’d protect as many of our forests as I could.
What did you want to be when you grew up?
A nurse or physical therapist

What was cool when you were younger, but not now?
Hackey sacks

If you could be invisible for a day, where would you be?
A wildlife preserve

What is your favorite movie from childhood?
The Princess Bride

If you could have one super human power, what would
it be?
Superhuman strength

What is your motto in life?
“It’s always an adventure!”
Does your life have a theme song? If so, what is it?
Nope. I wish it was the theme from Indiana Jones...
If someone gave you $1,000 right now, what would
you spend it on?
I’d donate it to the Haven, but I’d want to spend it
on running gear or yarn.
What’s your most energizing dream/vision of your future?
I want to travel the world with my family!

In general, do you follow or break the rules?
I generally question rules and follow ones I believe in
What’s your biggest fear/phobia?
FOMO - Fear of Missing Out
What’s your most energizing dream/vision of your future?
I dream of launching a nature-based wellness center
with therapeutic gardens and greenhouses to do
group work, yoga, mindfulness, stress management,
and more!
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Community
and Care
Enjoy a serene setting,
spacious accommodations
and support of a caring
staff. Find your home
at Harvest Hill, where
you’re never alone.

To learn more, contact
Peggy Cooper.
603-443-9575 or
cooperm@apdmh.org

www.APDLifecare.org
Lebanon, New Hampshire

Independent and Assisted Living
with Memory Care

We’ve finally recommitted to
the Paris Climate Accord
Now it’s your turn

Schedule a free assessment
(802) 649-3700
info@solaflect.com
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WRIF also helped Jacobson, a
co-founder and former board
president of the group, continue the
part of her Freedom & Unity project
closest to her heart: Encouraging
young filmmakers around Vermont to

Ezra McGinley-Smith with his Freedom &
Unity Young Filmmaker award

pursue passion projects of their own,
with an emphasis on social justice.
While fewer Vermonters
submitted films than in years past,
among the 56 who did was Norwich’s
young Ezra McGinley-Smith, whose
documentary short about the Willing
Hands program fighting food
insecurity won the middle-school
division’s social justice award.

“It was hard getting as many to
submit this year because so many
young people, especially, had been
thrown into isolation,” Jacobson
said. “The silver lining was that
during the awards ceremony, which
we did on Zoom, many more kids

Nora Jacobson sharing her skills

were able to participate in the
discussion after the screenings. In the
past, we would have to get them to
come to the theater. This way, we
had a much higher attendance from
the young people. The kids tend to
be rather shy when they’re standing
on the stage. But in the safety of their
homes, they were more open.”
Among the films those audiences
got to discuss was Norwich teenager

Ezra McGinley-Smith’s
documentary short called
Willing Hands – a 7½-minute
documentary about how the
Norwich-based nonprofit,
which collects surplus and
donated food that otherwise
would go to waste, focused
on getting that food to
Upper Valley residents who
lost jobs and income during
the COVID crisis. The film
in 2020 won the middleschool division’s socialjustice
award
from
Jacobson’s Freedom &
Unity program, which grew
out of the series of movies
about Vermont.
“When it won,” he told
the Norwich Times last fall, “I
was like, ‘Wow: there’s
potential for this!’”
McGinley-Smith, a
polymath of a creative, said
at the time that he didn’t
think too much about
filmmaking until he
attended the WRIF festival a
few years ago.
“I can’t remember exactly
when, but I was still at
Marion Cross School,” said
McGinley-Smith, now an
eighth-grader at Richmond

Poet Ruth Stone

“We Are So Happy Mom Is Thriving.”
“As Mom aged, we thought it best if she stayed in her house, but even with hours of
expensive home care, Mom wasn’t thriving. She needed more. She especially needed
more socialization — not isolation; and reliable access to care when she needed it. So
she made the move to Valley Terrace. She truly loves her elegant new home! Life is
more complete in a community with lots of friends and activities, chef-prepared meals,
daily care, medication management, and even
transportation to appointments and
outings. I know Mom is happier
and more relaxed now... and I
am too. We only wish she’d
moved sooner.”
• 24-Hour Care/Assistance
• Award-winning
• Superb life enrichment programs
• Family-owned
• Studios and apartments • Medication Management
• Memory Care & Respite Care
• Chef-prepared dining
• Long-tenured management
• Transportation

Please call Gretchen Stoddard at

(802) 280-1910 or visit ValleyTerrace.net
Wheelock Terrace, 32 Buck Road
Hanover, NH 03755, (603) 643-7290

Woodstock Terrace, 456 Woodstock Road
Woodstock, VT 05091, (802) 457-2228

Valley Terrace, 2820 Christian St., White River Jct.
VT 05001 (802) 280-1910, Wilder, VT, by Norwich
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WRIF Light River Junction projection

Middle School in Hanover. “I got
really inspired by what I saw.”
Not long after arriving at
Dartmouth College to teach film in
2010, Jodie Mack also found
inspiration in WRIF’s promotion of
local moviemaking, and in Jacobson’s
commitment to that goal.
“In 2016, my ‘Curating and
Microcinema’ course at Dartmouth
created a program for WRIF – ‘Dames
and Gutters’ – short animated films
showcasing the representation of
female comic characters (that
featured) contemporary and
historical works... (and) celebrated

the shared trajectories of comics and
animation alongside various female
tropes promoted throughout the
years” at the Center for Cartoon
Studies in White River.
And in 2019, Mack screened her
first feature film at WRIF at Northern
Stage in White River Junction.
“It was one of the first times I'd
ever shared my work locally outside of
Dartmouth,” she says. “The experience
of sharing my films with my neighbors
was a tremendous inspiration.”
Inspiration enough to join
Davidson, CATV’s Chico Eastridge,
Continued on page 20

You are not alone.

domestic violence • sexual assault • stalking

every hour, every day 866-348-WISE
chat online at wiseuv.org

This is a recently completed extensive remodeling renovation project in Hanover
which nearly doubled the square footage. G.R. Porter originally constructed
the oak-post-and-beam home in 1978. The builders worked with
Haynes and Garthwaite Architects in Norwich on the project.

We’re here for you.

For 50 years, WISE has supported survivors
in times of stress and crisis. Our advocates
are here for you every hour, every day.
Call the crisis line or chat with us online.
You do not need to be in crisis to reach out to us.

G.R. P ORTER & S ONS, INC.
follow us @WISEuv

Program Center
38 Bank Street
Lebanon, NH

PO Box 409
Norwich, V T 05055

Now Booking
for 2021

802-649-5222
fax 802-649-8713
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T H E U P P E R VA L L E Y ’ S P R E M I E R

ASSISTED LIVING &
MEMORY CARE COMMUNITY

Become part
of our family

“

RESIDENT
GAIL SWENSON
Moved from
Port Aransas, Texas
Retired Librarian
Joined The Village
November 2020

I feel safe and well
cared for by the kind and
compassionate staff. I got
my Covid-19 vaccine, staff
is regularly tested and
everything is very clean
which gives me real peace
of mind. This is a great
place to live.”

IT’S TIME
The Village at White River
Junction offers round-the-clock
health care and assistance,
chef-prepared meals, private
apartments and expansive
amenities.
101 CURRIER ST
WHITE RIVER
JUNCTION
VERMONT 05001

Tunbridge musician and multimedia artist Quinn Thomashow and other Upper
Valley creative in putting together a Light River Junction festival of experimental film screenings at outdoor venues around downtown White River in
December.
“I was so thrilled at the turnout and for the love and care behind the event,
both from the organizers and the attendees,” Mack says. “With WRIF, we have
a gem – an opportunity for people to come together in the name of cinema, to
seek pleasure and challenge from the screen as a community.”
The Light River Junction festival culminated a 2020 that could have been
an artistic desert.
Instead, after its spring and summer programs, WRIF hosted a fall series of
virtual discussions leading up to the November election, with an emphasis on
race and voter suppression, also exceeded the organizers’ expectations. With
panelists ranging from Vermont congressman Peter Welch to Kiah Morris, the
Black state representative from Bennington County who left the Vermont
legislature after months of harassment, “we ended up with fabulous participation
because we didn’t have any geographical bounds,” Davidson Green says. “We
really felt it was an urgent time, to offer opportunities to connect.”
The warm, relatively dry summer of 2020 gave a variety of area arts groups a
brief opportunity to reconnect us with live performance – some enlightening,
some entertaining, many serving both purposes.
At Lyman Point Park in White River, the Hartford recreation department
staged several concerts by Americana musicians.
In Woodstock, Pentangle Arts executive director Alita Paine Wilson recruited
Vermont-based performers, including Hartland singer-songwriter Jay Nash and
Pomfret native Tristan Henderson’s band Pete’s Posse, for a short-but-sweet series
of Music by the River concerts behind the North Universalist Chapel.
Meanwhile, Barnard’s BarnArts Center for the Arts recruited area actors to
perform a theatrical adaptation of Sinclair Lewis’s Vermont-based dystopian
novel, It Can’t Happen Here, during a late-summer, well, barnstorming tour of
town greens and parks around central Vermont. My wife Goodie and I saw the
production, a timely as well as entertaining reminder of the approaching election,
at Woodstock’s East End Park, along with at least 100 socially-distanced spectators
in the hillside bleachers – a blessed break in the drought of live performance.
Before long, of course, came the shortening and the chilling of the days, and
the yet another darkening of the performing-arts world as we knew it. Sure, it
helps to fill some of the void, if one has broadband, to gain access to live-streaming
of programs and movies from sources ranging from White River’s JAG Productions
and Dartmouth College’s Hopkins Center, to the Billings Farm and Museum’s
Woodstock Vermont Film and the Chandler Center for the Arts in Randolph.
As for 2021? Hold the phone.
“We don’t anticipate an old-fashioned festival until 2022,” Davidson Green
said. “We’re looking right now at doing a hybrid of outdoors and streaming this
spring, along the lines of the Light River Junction concept.
“The goal, long-term, is to continue nurturing the full cycle, with the activist
angle that has been a big part of our identity.
“There’s a lot of good will right now.” n

CALL 802-295-7500
TO LEARN MORE.
T H E V I L L A G E AT W R J . C O M

The Village at White
River Junction Uniform
Consumer Disclosure form
is available by request.

Christine Pinello, M.S, D.V.M., C.V.A.
Gates &
Dickson
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Norwich Childcare
Committee Gets Started

T

he Norwich Childcare Committee has been formed as an outcome of
an Action Step of Childcare Section 7.13 of the Norwich Town Plan.
It has been convened to conduct research into supply and demand of
high quality of childcare for Norwich residents. Committee member Brian
Loeb of the Planning Commission relates below his personal experience as it
relates to the charge of the Committee: “Provide to the Selectboard, a
framework of options for addressing the two key questions. a) Should childcare
be part of the core municipal funded activities? b) What are the specific costs
for significantly improving childcare in Norwich?”

Mary Layton: Selectboard Liaision to the Norwich
Childcare Committee
“My family decided to move to the Upper Valley early in 2018, and, on the
advice of contacts in the area, we began our search for childcare in parallel to
our search for a home. We sought out center-based and employer-based options
and quickly confirmed that availability was not assured for the level of care we
needed. We sweated on a half-dozen waitlists up until the week before we
moved to Norwich that summer, finally receiving the news that we had gotten
extremely lucky. Though we made it through the gauntlet and our children
found loving, engaging, supportive caregivers, we know that other families
have an even tougher time. As we have learned from our new neighbors and
friends (and I have investigated further as a member of the Norwich Planning
Commission), there seems to be a severe mismatch between the care families
need and the available supply, which includes the region at large and its
commuting corridors. Families desperately and at sometimes hopelessly
navigate a patchwork of formal and informal providers, trying to get the fit
right, but often settling for fewer hours than they need, paying more than they
can, or driving further than they want – or, in many cases, withdrawing from
the workforce to get by until the elementary school years begin. (Not to
minimize the similar challenges facing parents in need of after-school care.)
“The charge of the Childcare Committee, made up of serious experts in
town-based approaches to addressing childcare issues (and who just so happen
to live in Norwich), is to refine the challenges I identified here and propose
real, possible actions for the town to take to alleviate some of the pressures.
This charge and the existence of the Committee is an outgrowth of the new
Town Plan, which recognizes the interconnected nature of childcare availability
and the town’s ongoing accessibility, sustainability and vibrancy. On behalf of
my fellow committee members, I want to encourage Norwich parents to reach
out and tell us about your own childcare arrangements, the decisions you’ve
made, and your ideas for shared solutions.” n

NORWICH SELECTBOARD
www.norwich.vt.us • 802-649-1419
Selectboard@norwich.vt.us
Claudette Brochu (Chair), Roger Arnold (Vice-Chair),
Rob Gere, John Langhus, Mary Layton

Garden Care and Design
Apple Tree Pruning

802-281-0781
To advertise in the Norwich Times,
call 802-698-8184

or email advertise@thenorwichtimes.com

donate. volunteer.
make an impact.
Your gift or service will ensure that our neighbors can
access important resources during these difficult times.
You can help create a community, despite this pandemic,
where people find hope and discover possibility.

uppervalleyhaven.org/donate

Upper Valley Haven
713 Hartford Ave., White River Jct.  802-295-6500  UpperValleyHaven.org
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Sausages links/bulk/patties
Country-style Ribs
Certified Organic Beef

Heritage Based Breeds
Bacon
Pork chops
Tenderloin

For more information or to place your order, call Jonathan or Rachel LeBlanc
5% off $100/10% off $250

LeBlanc

FAMILY FARM

802.472.5557

1547 Hardwick Street, E. Hardwick VT
leblancfamilyfarm@emypeople.net

General Contracting • Architectural Design
Additions & Remodeling • Custom Kitchens & Baths

Norwich, Vermont
802.649.1615 • www.riverlightbuilders.com

ORGANIC TICK &
MOSQUITO CONTROL
SAFE FOR YOUR
PETS
FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT

(603) 838-PURE . PURESOLUTIONS.COM/UV
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Silver Lining of Remote Work and Technology
s situations and circumstances change, businesses and organizations
must change with them. Recent years have brought about many
changes, particularly in the area of technology, requiring businesses to
remain fleet-of-foot. Of course, the most recent circumstantial event causing
changes and adjustments for business is the worldwide Covid situation.
Locally, one longtime institution that has managed to successfully weather
the trials brought about by the epidemic is Mascoma Bank. Whereas many
businesses have cut back their labor force during these difficult times, Tom
Hoyt, Mascoma Bank’s
public relations and media
coordinator, says the bank
has increased staffing during
the past year. As of now the
bank has 375 employees,
with expectations of growing
to 400 by the end of this
year, he says. Many of the
newly created positions are
in the bank’s IT workforce,
adds Hoyt.
Not only is the bank
adding positions in their
technological services,
changes in the way services
are provided means some
jobs are not tied to the
physical banking offices.
“We have different working
situations that one year ago
were not considered,” says
Tom Hoyt, Mascoma Bank’s public relations
Hoyt. Many bank employees
and social media coordinator
now work remotely from
home, negating the need to live close to the bank’s various locations. For some
very skilled tech positions, requiring specialized skills, “we don’t care where
they are,” says Hoyt. This enables the bank to draw from a skill base region, and
in some cases, nationwide, instead of just from our local area. This also allows
the bank to retain valued employees who move from the Upper Valley. Tom
Hoyt gives more than one example of bank employees who moved from our
area, yet retained their positions by working remotely.
Not only are bank employees relying on remote technology to conduct
bank business, customers are as well. With branch lobbies closed, or having
limited access, the way in which customers have adjusted their manner of
conducting banking business is through increasing their use of electronic
banking services. Mascoma Bank has been on the forefront of developing
user-friendly electronic banking services, and that effort has really paid off
during the current business climate. With more customers now using electronic
services out of necessity, the bank has been able to respond by adjusting the
responsibilities of the employees.
Not surprisingly, retaining skilled employees able to conduct banking business
in this new era is crucial. One program Mascoma uses to retain team members is
the Mascoma Leadership Development Program, where selected staff persons are
steeped in skills to heighten their roles within the organization.
Camaraderie – so important for retaining employees in any organization –
does the current emphasis on working remotely hurt it? Not at Mascoma
Bank, says Tom Hoyt. With online get-togethers, such as their regular “Coffee
Talks,” employees can regularly correspond with each other, and often with
others they might not normally see in their day-to-day business. An added
benefit, with the adaptability of remote work, “We get a lot more done at
home,” says Hoyt.
Overall, Mascoma Bank has successfully evolved with the changes in
banking brought about by the epidemic. Though these changes were likely
sped up by the virus, “All the ingredients were already there to do this,”
Hoyt says. n
~ Frank Orlowski
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CURTAIN CALL

Providing high quality music education
adapted for online and hybrid learning.

AVA Vacation Camp

Register Now for
Lessons
Group Classes
and more!

S

Find out about opportunities for you
and your family at

uvmusic.org

8 South Park Street • Lebanon, NH • info@uvmusic.org • 603.448.1642

Thank you to
community
partners,
Bio X Cell, and
FH Clothing
Company
for supporting
the local arts.
This page is
made possible by
their financial
goodwill.

AVA: Vacation Camp Registration is Open!
cholarships are available for all camps.
April Vacation Camps for ages 6-14
In-Person Camps: Monday-Friday April 12-16
Online Camps: Monday-Friday April 19-23
Join us for morning and afternoon camps in pottery, digital
animation, painting, mixed media, and much more! Check
out www.avagallery.org/education/youth. AVA Gallery and
Art Center, 11 Bank Street, Lebanon, NH 03766

Bio X Cell
is committed to
making the world a
better place by
supporting

Opera North: 2021 Season
Tickets On Sale!
Join Opera North for great
performances from July 16-August
1 at beautiful Blow-Me-Down
Farm in Cornish, NH. All seating
for Summerfest 2021 will be
assigned when the scope of performances under our open-sided tent
is determined in the spring. Tickets
are $25 and $50. Purchase your
subscription or individual tickets
now. Complimentary tickets for
Always ON Sunday – a $50 value
– free with every subscription!
Opera North, 603-448-4141, www.
operanorth.org.

organizations
that address
mental and physical
health, environment,
arts and culture, and
provide humanitarian
support including
disaster relief.
bxcell.com

Lebanon Opera House
LOH on Location: Pittsburgh, PA
• Rusted Root’s Michael
Glabicki with Dirk Miller
•Tuesday, March 30 6pm
• Lead singer for “Send
Me On My Way” rockers
in a FREE online house
concert
• Grab some take out and
tune in. Register at
lebanonoperahouse.org.
• This series is made
Root’s
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WE ARE
HIRING!
TOP FIVE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
1

FREE employee health, dental, vision, life,
and short-term disability insurance. With
ability to buy up for health plans with
increased coverage**

2

Career advancement opportunities
and tuition reimbursement

3

20% discount on your groceries
and most auto repairs

4

Four weeks paid time off**

5

FLEXIBLE scheduling

>>
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And Many More!
** Full-Time Employees (30 hrs min. per week )

Apply in Person or Online

coopfoodstore.coop/employment

Lebanon | Hanover | White River Junction | Wilder | Norwich

